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OLGA LIVSHIN
Coming Back to a Picture

1.

In Russia, they don’t teach children
to juggle multiple truths. I made a choice:
big grin, straight back, diverse 
activities. Openness is a teachable skill: the raw,
deliberate embrace of living several lifetimes.
          She longed for safety.

My girl knew I was temporary. I was 
gleefully married; in our state, gays couldn’t. 
Try as I might, to make her feel… more married? –
when an acquaintance asked, she dimmed to black:  
“!e pic on the fridge—just a woman who teaches me Russian.”

In a kitchen four thousand miles away,
my girl wipes a cherry juice stain o" the counter
with a pink sponge. She opens a Russian textbook,
looks at the page, until word deh-voch-ka,
“little girl,” leaps up. 

In the picture, my face was glowing at Misha, 
husband to me, boyfriend to her, a little.  We three 
crawled into clouds on Mt. Rainier. !e enchanted 
eponymous cherries were squashed 
in our  backpacks, I cried them out of baggies, and o
how clueless I look! Too encouraged
to be disposable.  
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2.

!e year I was a part-time lesbian,
I went home, hugged my mom, and shrank.
Because hugging was shameful now.
Hadn’t seen each other in months, and

our hug was long. And I was afraid. Shi"ing,
I clung to my mother, now a small animal
running to safety. Mutely, I hoped she would
still love me, perhaps more, if I told her. 

When I did, she searched around the room,
with surprised and huge eyes. She found a gosteenets, 
a traditional gi" to send with me, to “my friend”: 
a small fountain pen, and, for me, a matching pencil.

3.

Like mountain, braided rivers, the girl and I
intersected, #owed apart, #owed together.  
Gray to inky, depending on weather. Fish cannot

survive in these cold waters, but there is movement.
On a night with no husband, and lightning,
when my bedroom looked like !lm noir, 

I woke up in somebody’s arms, a hand clenching
mine, and, “I need to tell you a story.”
A tale of choices, of re#ections in faces,

coincidences that were not.  So lovely a story,
it didn’t belong in my underdeveloped picture.  
Day by day, I claimed the daring, the hand’s 

papery burning, my desire to skip alongside her 
whenever I met.  I received her from life limb by limb.
!e wine was so cherished: so young, so ancient.
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4.

My girl inhales deeply, puts the Russian textbook 
away, opens a guide to endangered !sh species.  
We all reach out for plural lifetimes.

My picture had been replaced 
by another face, which !ts hers—a lovely,
seeing mirror. I tell myself that my photo
will be archived, perhaps for a lifetime.
"at last generation of pictures that didn’t dissolve
into bytes that #it by, #ashing.

A lifetime will pass before
I’ll dream like I did back then.


